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Financial Literacy for Teens

Give this book to your kids and help them apply it to their lives! If they are working part time as a

teenager for example, this would be a perfect time for parents to help them earn, control, multiply

and protect their money. This book will start them down the journey of financial success. If they

apply it's teachings, they will avoid mistakes that so many people make early on with their money.

Habits are hard to break and it should be mandatory for kids to learn great financial habits. By the

way, you don't have to be a teenager to benefit from this book. But for more adult, detailed financial

instruction, look into Dave Ramsey's books.I've seen Chad Foster speak twice. The first time was in

high school and the second time was in college. He has the experience to teach young people

financial skills and other success skills. If your kid is in high school, I'd also recommend his other

book Teenagers Preparing For The Real World.

This a really good book. To tell you the truth, I really don't like reading that much, but this was an

addicting and great book probably for adolescents 13+. I'm 13, but I'm going to be in high-school in

six months. Your student will love this book, trust me:)



I purchased this book for my sons, ages 15 and 19, who need good information about how to earn,

save, and plan their current and future finances. The information was very good, indeed, but

unfortunately the author's tone was too much like a father or pastor, using formal and slightly

patronizing language.One of the most interesting elements of this book was the assertion that there

are only four things you can do with your money: Save, spend, invest, or give away, and that

charitable giving is an important part of life. A bit preachy, perhaps, but an important discussion in

economically turbulant times.Many teens may not notice the author's paternal tone, and the

information on saving and investing is valuable, so I am giving this book three stars.

Author has great real life stories & real world advice

good

This book is very chatty with lots of stories about people the author knows. It does contain useful

information about how to be financially successful.

This book isn't as in depth as a few others but it is still technical and results driven. Good choice for

a teen who is starting to work or plan for college.

Foster has compiled a wealth of knowledge into this concise financial success manual for teens. It's

important to start them on the road to financial freedom as early as possible, and this book provides

a clear map for the journey.The brief but thorough chapters discuss how to make, manage, multiply,

and protect their money. The stories provide the basis for candid discussions for parents, mentors,

community leaders and the like to engage in with the young people that they care about.This is a

great birthday gift or a `just because" gift to get your teen or mentee thinking about planning for a

successful financial future. Teens, if you purchase this book for yourselves, it will be one of the

greatest investments you'll ever make, perhaps a million-dollar investment. You'll have to read the

book to get that one.
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